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1. Last Week 

 

Started Solidity Development 

 

● This week we continued Solidity development for the new token and testing the 

existing staking mechanism.  

 

● We reached out to the Loom SDK team but have not gotten a response, so we will 

have to wait until their public SDK launch next week to begin building the 

integrations between the Loom SDK sidechain and the mainchain on Ethereum.  

 

Sigil Staking Site 

 

● We began to develop the Sigil staking site that will give Sigil stakers the 

opportunity to easily stake their coins. Other coins that offer staking, such as 

Steem, have a complicated process for beginning Staking. Our site will be simple 

and intuitive, allowing any Sigil coin holder to stake their coins, claim their stake, 

and see how much Sigil they have earned so far from staking.  

 

Sigil Explorer 

 

● We know the community was waiting quite some time for an explorer hosted by 

us, and we finally have one hosted at http://204.48.31.120:3001/. This took a 

while to get hosted once we started working on getting it setup simply because 

the process required the entire blockchain to be reindexed on the server on two 

separate occasions, and both times took many hours to process. We’re still 

working on getting the sigilexplorer.com domain transferred over to us from one 

of the old team members, but it will be hosted on that domain as soon as possible. 

There is also an issue with the total supply not displaying correctly, because Jared 

http://204.48.31.120:3001/


and Kane have been spending a lot of time working on the new coin we did not 

get to fixing that issue as it is a relatively minor one.  

 

App Development 

 

● After hearing feedback from the community, we decided to shift the first Sigil 

product to a platform more similar to Product Hunt than Kickstarter or 

GoFundMe. We are beginning the design of the new Product Hunt-like product, 

where users will be able to upvote products; the projects with the most votes 

receive automatic funding from a pool of new Sigil created that day dedicated to 

project funding. Starting with this product first rather than Sigil Give or the 

original Sigil Go has many benefits that we outlined in last weeks update.  

 

PR Outreach 

 

● We’ve been in contact with a PR firm and we are planning on using them to help 

build our brand. This PR firm is the same one that helped Robot Cache raise $18 

million for their ICO and has worked with KickCoin. With a PR team on our side, 

we’ll be able to professionally infiltrate the crypto space.  

 

 

 

2. Next Week  

 

★ Finish token development and begin final testing on the Ropsten testnet 

★ Begin integrations with the Loom SDK when it launches 

★ Start new Website and web app design 

★ Continue compiling list of crypto bloggers to reach out to before Sigil Alpha is launched  

★ Medium Article will be published May 31st 

 

 

- Team Sigil 
 


